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open-source smartphones are a rarity these days, but the bq aquarius e4.5 is one of
the best. its predecessor, the e4, was an absolute delight and one of the very best
phones ive ever used. the bq aquarius e4.5 is even better and features a quad-core
cpu, 3gb of ram, 32gb of built-in memory, lte connectivity, and a 13mp rear-facing

camera. its a fun, free, and stylish book reading app. when i have time, i read
books, listen to music, play video games, play with the kids, and do all that many

other things that a smartphone wasnt going to make time for. if you are only using
some of the features, a service plan is a great way to get started with unlimited

data. it gives you a fair bit of room in your monthly allotment before you begin to
see any kind of impact on your bill. i am well aware of the shortfalls of ui-centric

web browsers. for one thing, the major browsers all have google integration, which
means google gets to know just about everything that we do online. they are also
all web-based and require us to configure our web browsers to connect to them.

right now we are all enthralled with our apps (driven in large part by the crack-like
attraction of tablet computing), but clifford lynch of the coalition for networked
information has observed that apps are in a way a major step backward to an

earlier era (pre-tcp-ip, pre-standards.) the web-centric view sounds utopian, but it
may also prove pragmatic, once we have lived with the inevitable outcome of our
balkanized online environment. karen g. schneider, director for library services at

holy names university; prolific author of books and articles on technology; based in
oakland, california
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